Finishing touches are coming together for this year’s AWSL/NCA CheerLeadership Commuter Camps. CheerLeadership Camps will need to operate under the guidelines of Washington’s Phased Approach, NFHS Cheer guidelines, NCA protocols, and the myriad of other layers to successfully navigate the current reality.

AWSL staff and NCA are preparing a three-day commuter program for teams to rejuvenate their spirit and skills for the upcoming school year. **Since these camps will be held in smaller groups (45 or less in Phase 3), AWSL/NCA CheerLeadership is able to customize the camp to meet the needs of your team.** Included with the registration:

- Preconference with AWSL/NCA—get to know your AWSL/NCA staff
- Customization to the needs of the attending teams
- Discount for hosting school coach’s registration

In addition, there is flexibility to offer CheerLeadership classes later in the summer for specific training needs so the team can spend time together to focus on bonding and learning new materials. Materials are currently being created for continuing education sessions throughout the year and to provide online stunt certification.

- Captains Class (included)
- Coaches Class (clock hours will be available) (included)
- Mascot Class (included)

These online training materials will be available separately at any time during the year to meet the team and coaches needs for an additional fee if you couldn’t attend a commuter camp session.

To help us in planning, you can provide feedback on the questions below.

- **Would your school be interested in joining or hosting a local area commuter camp?**
  - What county is your team located in?
  - Since we are moving regionally, what are your squad’s available weeks? (Phase 3 of the governor’s plan would need to be in effect for us to hold sessions. Dates in each county may be different.) Even if our commuter camp schedule doesn’t meet your availability, please know that NCA also offers home camp options.

- **Would you be willing to host at your school?**
  - Are indoor facilities available for use?
  - Are indoor break-out rooms available, if needed, for squads?
  - Are outdoor facilities available? (This preference would be the best option.)
  - Is there access to restrooms for outdoor facilities?
  - What is the name of your school/district contact (athletic director, facilities, district office) for usage information? Appropriate paperwork necessary for the district would be provided. AWSL understands the need for additional charges and cleaning fees.

Again, given the unique circumstances, this could be an amazing opportunity for already selected squads and/or cheer candidates (if you haven’t had tryouts) to have NCA and AWSL Leadership instruction on your own school campus.

We are here to help serve you and your school. Please let us know how we may assist

Looking forward to greatness this summer!!

Greg, Kim, Shari, Andy, Lori, Maria, Tanica, Trisha, Ashley and all the team members at NCA and AWSL